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Time-resolved spectroscopy of multiexcitonic decay in an InAs quantum dot
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The multiexcitonic decay process in a single InAs quantum dot is studied through high-resolution time-
resolved spectroscopy. A cascaded emission sequence involving three spectral lines is seen that is described
well over a wide range of pump powers by a simple model. The measured biexcitonic decay rate is about 1.5
times the single-exciton decay rate. This ratio suggests the presence of selection rules, as well as a significant
effect of the Coulomb interaction on the biexcitonic wave function.
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Electrostatic interactions play an important role in the e
ergy structures of semiconductor quantum dots1 containing
multiple particles. Although these interactions are usua
treated as small perturbations to the single-particle w
functions, they lead to significant energy shifts that ha
been measured.2–5 These effects offer possibilities for ne
quantum optical devices such as single-photon sources,6,7 en-
tangled photon sources,8 and perhaps even a method
implement quantum logic.9

Single-exciton and multiexciton states, generated by a
ing electron-hole pairs to a dot, are of special interest
optical experiments. They are ideally the only states that
be generated through resonant optical excitation of quant
dot transitions, and they also appear to be the states m
commonly seen in above-band excitation experiments. Id
tification of individual multiexcitonic emission lines wa
originally based on the dependence of the emission inten
on the laser excitation power. More recently, time-resolv
measurements on single quantum dots have bec
possible,10–12 and measurements of biexcitonic emissi
from single CdSe dots13 and multiexcitonic emission from
ensembles of CdSe and CuCl nanocrystals14,15 and single
InAs dots16 have been performed.

Here, we report high-resolution time-resolved measu
ments on a single InAs dot using a streak camera sys
After identifying the single-exciton and multiexciton emi
sion lines, we measure their decay rates, and find that
ratio of the one-exciton and biexciton decay rates is ab
1:1.5. This is closer to the ratio expected for independ
exciton recombination~1:2! than ratios reported for othe
material systems.13–15 This result suggests the presence
strong selection rules, as well as a significant effect of
Coulomb interaction on the wave functions of multiexcit
states. We finally show that the data may be well fitted o
a wide range of excitation powers using a simple model.

The InAs self-assembled quantum dots used in this st
were grown by molecular-beam epitaxy at a high tempe
ture (520°C) to increase alloying between the InAs and
surrounding GaAs, yielding ground-state emission wa
lengths in the range of 860–900 nm. The potential wells
the dots are thus rather shallow, and even the first exc
states are close in energy to the wetting layer. The dots
approximately 30 nm wide, with a density of abo
11 mm22. Small mesas~200 or 400 nm diameter! were then
fabricated by electron-beam lithography and plasma etch
0163-1829/2002/65~7!/073310~4!/$20.00 65 0733
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to isolate single dots. Mesas containing exactly one dot w
identified through their optical-emission spectra. The spe
shown in Figs. 1~a!, 1~b! were obtained from two mesa
~mesasA andB, respectively! that have similar emission pat
terns, under continuous-wave~CW! excitation above the
GaAs band gap~655-nm excitation wavelength!. We identify
the lines labeled 1 and 2 as one-exciton and two-exc
emission, since their dependences on excitation power
linear and quadratic, respectively, and since photon corr
tion measurements have confirmed their link. The lines
beled 18 and 19 have linear pump power dependence, but
identified as charged-state17 emission, since they disappea
under excitation resonant with a higher energy level in
dot, as is seen in Fig. 1~c!.

Single mesas at a temperature of 5 K were excited fro
steep angle (54° from normal! by 3 ps pulses every 13 n
from a Ti-sapphire laser, focused down to an 18-mm effec-
tive spot diameter. The resulting emission was collected
an NA ~numerical aperture! 50.5 aspheric lens, spectrall
filtered to reject scattered laser light, and imaged onto a
movable pinhole, which selected emission from a 5-mm re-
gion of the sample. The emission was then sent to an al
ment camera, a spectrometer, or a streak-camera sys

FIG. 1. Emission spectra of~a! mesaA and ~b! mesaB under
CW, above-band~655 nm! excitation, and~c! of mesaA under CW,
resonant~858 nm! excitation. Lines 1 and 2 are one- and tw
exciton emission, respectively, while lines 18 and 19 are believed to
be charged-exciton emission.
©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 073310
which included a monochromator that determined both
spectral ~0.13 nm! and temporal~25 ps! resolutions. The
streak camera recorded the emission following the excita
pulses, averaged over about 5 min (2.331010 pulses!. The
resulting images were corrected for dark current, nonunifo
sensitivity, and a small number of cosmic-ray events.

Images obtained under above-band~708 nm!, pulsed laser
excitation of mesaA with three different excitation power
are shown in Fig. 2. The observed emission lines are lab
as in Fig. 1. Figure 2~a! shows that under weak excitatio
(27 mW), the single-exciton line~line 1! appears less tha
0.1 ns after the excitation pulse, and then decays expo
tially. We attribute the small initial delay to the time require
for electrons and holes generated by the excitation puls
be captured by the dot. However, when the excitation po
is increased to 108mW, Fig. 2~b! shows that line 1 reache
its maximum only after a delay of about 0.5 ns. Most of t
emission immediately after the excitation pulse now com
from the multiexciton lines 2 and 3. In this case, the la
pulse initially creates several electron-hole pairs, and so
time is required before the population in the dot reduces
one electron-hole pair, after which one-exciton emission
curs. Under strong excitation (432mW), one can see from
Fig. 2~c! that the delay in the one-exciton emission is ev
longer, and a delay also appears for lines 2 and 3. Only
broadband emission in the vicinity of the multiexciton lin
is seen to appear immediately after the excitation pulse.

The multiexcitonic decay process may be described by
following rate equation:

d

dt
Pn~ t !5gn11Pn11~ t !2gnPn~ t !, ~1!

wherePn(t) is the probability thatn electron-hole pairs exis
in the dot at timet, and gn is the decay rate of then-pair
state. The creation of charged-dot states is not consid
here. Instead, we apply this model only to neutral-dot o
comes following an excitation pulse by excluding emiss

FIG. 2. Streak-camera images of emission from mesaA under
pulsed, 708 nm laser excitation with powers~a! 27 mW, ~b!
108 mW, and~c! 432 mW. For larger powers, a cascaded emiss
is seen, with the multiexcitonic emission~lines 2, 3! occurring first,
followed by one-exciton emission~line 1!.
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lines 18 and 19 from the analysis, and noting that radiativ
decay beginning with a neutral state cannot generate cha
states. The form ofgn depends strongly on the nature of th
states of the system. For an uncorrelated system with
recombination selection rules, one might expectgn5n2g1.
For a dot much smaller than the exciton Bohr radius,
Coulomb interaction has little effect on the wave functions
multiexciton states, and due to selection rules one exp
approximately independent recombination,gn5ng1. For a
larger dot, it has been predicted that the Coulomb interac
produces a spatial separation between holes in multiexc
states, so that, for example, the biexciton state resembl
molecule.13,18In this case, one expectsgn,ng1, and this has
been observed for CdSe quantum dots.13

The decay ratesgn in Eq. ~1! can be measured directl
from the time-dependent intensities of the lines correspo
ing to Pn(t), when Pn(t)@Pn11(t). To perform this mea-
surement as accurately as possible, we tuned the excita
laser to a resonance at about 858 nm, as in Fig. 1~c!, creating
electron-hole pairs directly inside the dot, which rapidly r
lax to a lowest energy state. This way, the delayed captur
electrons and holes, which can alter the apparent decay r
does not occur, as it could in the above-band excitation c
The excitation power~about 2 mW! was chosen so that mul
tiexciton states were created with significant probability. T
intensities of lines 1, 2, and 3 were calculated in a straig
forward manner, by integrating the streak camera image o
strips about 0.2 nm wide, defined to include all of the em
sion from each line. Lines 2 and 3 were not completely
solved, and the integration boundary was placed midway
tween them. A further concern for the multiexciton lines
and 3 is that any weak background emission related to
one-exciton or charged-exciton states having a slower de
will cause significant distortion at larget, which is where we
must measure the decay rates. With these cautions in m
Fig. 3~a! shows the time-dependent intensities of lines 1,
and 3 under resonant excitation and a 60-min integrat
plotted on a semilogarithmic scale. The slopes are estim
over the indicated regions by least-squares exponential
The time constants obtained are 0.479 ns, 0.316 ns,
0.248 ns, respectively. The one-exciton~line 1! lifetime seen
here is close to the value of 0.47 ns we have measured
weaker excitation powers. We obtaing251.52g1, a result in
between the small-dot limit (g252g1) and what has been
reported for CdSe dots (g2'g1).13 This is consistent with
the presence of selection rules and a departure from
small-dot limit, due to the influence of the Coulomb intera
tion on the multiexciton wave functions. Line 3 is likely du
to emission from the three-exciton state, since its wavelen
relative to the one-exciton and biexciton lines is similar
what has been reported elsewhere for the three-exc
line,19 and this identification is made plausible here by
time dependence. With this assumption, we obtaing3
51.93g1.

We now wish to model the multiexcitonic decay proce
under above-band excitation over a wide range of excita
powers, to show that the behavior of lines 1, 2, and 3
consistent with a cascaded decay. We assume that pho
from the laser excitation pulse are absorbed independe
0-2
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 073310
by the GaAs surrounding the dot to form electron-hole pa
and that these pairs are then independently captured by
dot, so that the initial population of the dot follows a Poiss
distribution with meanm. The dot then decays according
Eq. ~1!, and we assume that the observed intensity from
n-exciton state isI n5gnI 0Pn, whereI 0 includes the collec-
tion efficiency. We make this assumption for simplicit
though it does not take into account the presence of mult
emission lines forn.2. Figure 3~b! shows the time-
dependent intensities of lines 1, 2, and 3 under above-b
~708 nm, 54 mW! excitation, along with three models, eac
simultaneously fit to lines 1 and 2. The predicted thre
exciton behavior is also shown, in comparison to line 3.

In the first model~hollow lines!, we assume independen
recombination,gn5ng1. Although this assumption differs
substantially from the measured rates, its simplicity is
pealing. The resulting time-dependent probabilities have
simple form of a Poisson distribution with exponentially d
caying mean,

Pn~ t !5~me2g1t!nexp~2me2g1t!/n!, ~2!

where m is again the mean initial exciton number. Th
model is also well suited to handle an additional compli
tion noticeable in the data. For above-band excitation, a fi
time is required for the dot to capture the excitons genera
by the laser pulse, with some recombination occurring dur
this time. But since, in this model, the excitons are bo
generated and annihilated independently, a Poisson dist
tion always holds, and it is sufficient to wait until the captu
process has finished~0.2 ns! to begin fitting the data to Eq

FIG. 3. ~a! Time-dependent intensities of lines 1~black!, 2 ~dark
gray!, and 3~light gray! from mesaA under pulsed, resonant~858
nm, 2 mW! laser excitation. Exponential fits are applied after s
ficient decay has occurred to estimate the decay times.~b! Time-
dependent intensities under above-band (708 nm, 54mW) exci-
tation, compared to three models:gn5ng1 ~hollow lines!,
measured decay rates~hollow, dashed!, andgn5n2g1 ~solid!.
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~2!. In the second model~hollow, dashed lines!, Eq. ~1! is
solved numerically, using the measured decay rates and
suming an initial Poisson distribution, beginning at 0.2 n
The ratesgn for n.3 had to be extrapolated from the tren
seen forn<3, but have little effect on the result for thi
excitation power. In the third model~thin solid lines!, Eq. ~1!
is solved numerically assuminggn5n2g1, as one would ex-
pect with no recombination selection rules. For all the th
models, only two fitting parameters are used, the initial me
number of excitonsm and the collection efficiency constan
I 0. From these two fitting parameters, all three curves~one
exciton, biexciton, three exciton! are obtained simulta-
neously. Two of these cascaded decay models, the m
with independent exciton decay (gn5ng1) and the model
using measured decay rates, fit the data reasonably
~mean-squared errors 8.231024 and 9.431024, respec-
tively!. The other model (gn5n2g1) fits the data poorly
~mean-squared error 4.431023).

To demonstrate that lines 1, 2, and 3 are well described
a cascaded emission process, we fit the simplest modelgn
5ng1) to the data for four different pump powers in Fig.
The value ofg1 was fixed at (0.47 ns)21, and the obtained
values of the fitting parametersI 0 and m are shown. The
value of m increases linearly with excitation power at firs

-

FIG. 4. Time-dependent intensities of lines 1~black!, 2 ~dark
gray!, and 3~light gray! from mesaA under pulsed, 708-nm lase
excitation with powers~a! 27 mW, ~b! 54 mW, ~c! 108 mW, and
~d! 432 mW. Hollow lines show model fit results, and fit param
eters are given at upper right.
0-3
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and then begins to saturate. Ideally,I 0 should be the same fo
each streak-camera image, but in our case, we had to
separately for each image due largely to spatial sample
and streak-camera gain drift. The fit was performed to m
mize the combined errors for lines 1 and 2. For all the th
lines, the simple model provides excellent agreement w
the data in the weak, moderate, and strong-excitation ca
supporting the presence of a multiexcitonic decay seque
involving these lines.

In summary, we have observed multiexcitonic decay sp
tra from a single quantum dot using a streak camera, pro
ing high temporal resolution. We have measured the de
rates of several lines, and found that the biexciton decay
ity
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is about 1.5 times the one-exciton decay rate, sugges
strong recombination selection rules and a significant in
ence of the Coulomb interaction on the multiexciton wa
functions. We then showed that, under above-band ex
tion, the time dependence of the emission lines is well
scribed over a wide range of excitation powers by a sim
model for cascaded emission.
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